
      Speed up your PC: 

Every key stroke we make on 

our pc’s is copied by Windows  

O.S. in a hidden cache as a 

start-up item. Over time this 

slows down your PC.  

Internet Security Software , 

such as Ccleaner ,Malware 

byte does NOT reach these 

Windows generated Cache’s. 

I use regularly Two Microsoft 

tricks received from my PC 

Doctor. 

 



1. Delete Windows cache: 

Go to your search bar and type: 

“ %temp% “ click enter. 

A new Window appears showing a 

lot of ( useless) files & folders. 

Highlight the first item – then 

press and hold “shift” and browse 

down to the last item–press enter. 

Now all items are highlighted – 

make a right click somewhere on 

this highlighted Window and then 

select “delete” and click enter. 

Now they are deleted but have 

moved to your Recycle Bin.  

You need to empty the Bin. 

 

 



2. Delete Windows “DNS”. 

Another hidden Windows Cache with 

copied hidden duplicate file “DNS” 

which stands for “DO-NOT-SHOW”. 

Go to your search bar and type: 

“CMD” press enter. 

A new registry window opens. You 

see a ticker blinking. Type direct 

next to it: “ipconfig/displaydns” 

Click enter. You will see a lot of 

flushing DNS. 

At the end of the display run you 

see the live ticker again.  

Type direct next to it: 

“ipconfig/flushdns” 

Press enter. 



Not much happened on 

the display now but you 

see a new line which 

reads: 

You have successfully 

flushed  DNS 

Close this Window. 

Your PC will now boot up  

and perform much faster!!  

Do this Trick once 

monthly.  

 

 



PS: There are off course 

Microsoft pay – version 

apps available that speed 

up your slow PC. 

Microsoft – greedy for 

extra revenue - does not 

tell you anything about the 

reason why your PC is 

slow. The fact that 

Microsoft is the culprit is 

carefully hidden!! 
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